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NFL Draft 2021 Scouting Report: OLB Azeez Ojulari, Georgia 

*Our LB grades can and will change as more information comes in from Pro Day workouts, leaked 

Wonderlic test results, etc. We will update ratings as new info becomes available. 

 

With Ojulari there are a lot of questions to be pondered. 

Is it possible that Azeez Ojulari is the best pass rusher in the 2021 NFL Draft? Maybe. It’s not out of the 

question.  It’s a down year for high-end pass rusher prospects, so Ojulari is competing for that honor in a 

weaker pool – but he could lay claim to the top pass rusher. 

Is he a 1st-round pick prospect? For me? Probably not. But for the NFL? Probably so. 

Is Ojulari more of a 4-3 defensive end or 3-4 outside linebacker prospect…or both? Arguments either 

way. 

My general sense, walking away from my studies on Ojulari, is ‘he’s good’, but not great/wow…he’s not 

bad/looming danger. He’s ‘good’. He’s more pass rusher than all-around player off the edge, but he does 

move around well covering the passing game when he drops back into it. He does have pretty 

good/nimble feet backpedaling into space/coverage. 

Ojulari is not like a Chase Young or a Bosa brother, where you see an obvious, lethal pass rush specialist 

with elite size/movement. Ojulari is on the smaller side for a dominant edge prospect – 6’2”/249, but 

he does have long arms/nice wingspan (82.5”) to make a bit for that. 

Ojulari has a nice pop off the snap and fights bigger blockers well…but again, not like ‘wow’. He’s not 

constant, relentless pressure that offenses are forced to build specific game plans to thwart. Ojulari is 

just a plain old good pass rusher you don’t take lightly but don’t live in abject fear of either (if you’re an 

offensive coordinator). 

I watched his tape against Alabama and Cincinnati (bowl) and Auburn in 2020, and I kept seeing the 

same guy – good pop off the snap, and nice stop/start feet ability, with surprisingly good drop into 

coverage skills (which is why I see/label him as a 3-4 OLB more than a 4-3 DE, personally). Ojulari is 

either rushing the backfield or dropping back into coverage…not much for the run stopping, but he can 

improve upon that. 

I really don’t have anything Pulitzer-worthy to write here – he’s good. He’s a solid ‘B’ or ‘C+’ NFL 

edge/OLB prospect. 

Do you remember Boston College OLB prospect Harold Landry? He was about the same size as Ojulari 

with roughly the same speed and agility and strength numbers coming out in 2018…BUT Landry 

dominated in college play – 30.5 TFLs/21.5 sacks in his final two seasons/20 college games…that’s 

https://www.fantasyfootballmetrics.net/college-football-metrics/cfm-home
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‘wow’. Ojulari had a nice/very good 17.5 TFLs/15.0 sacks in his final two seasons/21 games. Landry had 

an impressive Combine with elite three-cone (6.88) at 252 pounds. All that, and yet Landry went #41 

overall in his draft…and no one even really cares about him anymore, even though all this while he’s 

been a solid pro. Landry’s journey makes me wonder ‘Why is Ojulari considered so hot as a prospect by 

comparison?’ 

I think you’re paying a premium on Ojulari for things that shouldn’t matter. You’re paying for ‘Georgia’ 

(vs. Landry’s less respected ‘Boston College’). You’re paying for ‘SEC’ with Ojulari. You’re paying for 

strong mainstream acceptance in a weak draft for pass rushers. All premiums that I don’t want to pay as 

an NFL GM…it’s bad business. But they will pay…because that’s what they do, as the fans cheer them on 

because nothing is better than draft picks from big-name colleges before they ever play a game – those 

are the greatest players to ever snap on a chinstrap. 

Ojulari checks out ‘OK’ off the field. High school senior year ACL tear and surgery/rehab. Been clean his 

two main seasons at Georgia. Confident, smart in interviews…maybe a touch too confident, but he’s 

fine. 

An NFL team is getting a good player here, but not an elite one…and probably not one worth the price 

they’ll pay for it, but they won’t get burned with a bust either. 

  

Azeez Ojulari, Through the Lens of Our OLB Scouting Algorithm: 
 

 -- Against top 20 level teams in his career (vs. 2019 Florida, Auburn, LSU, Baylor and 2020 Alabama, 

Florida, Cincy)… 

3.1 total tackles, 0.64 TFLs, 0.71 sacks per game (nearly half of all the TFLs and over half the sacks were 

against Cincinnati…3 TFLs/3 sacks). 

2.8 total tackles, 1.10 TFLs, 0.93 sacks per game = all his non-top 20 opponents in 2020 season 

The sack/TFL/production for Ojulari was solid-good but never ‘wow’.  

 -- 9.5 sacks in his last 9 college games…and led the SEC in total sacks with that number. Was #2 in TFLs 

(12.5). 

 -- Four forced fumbles led the SEC in 2020 season. 

Ojulari was productive, for sure…just not ‘wow’ productive. 

 

2021 Pro Day: 

https://www.fantasyfootballmetrics.net/college-football-metrics/cfm-home
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6’2.2”/249, 10.5” hands, 34.5” arms, 82.5” wing 

4.63 40-time, 1.70 20-yd, 1.60 10-yd 

4.34 shuttle, 7.27 three-cone 

26 bench press, 30” vertical, 10’7” broad jump 

 

The Historical OLB Prospects to Whom Azeez Ojulari Most Compares Within Our System: 

 

Eli Harold was a similar-ish pass rush/OLB prospect in 2015. A late riser in the process off a great 

Combine…and he has hung in the NFL for years but never really made a huge impact.  

Ojulari is comp-ing with mostly guys who made it to the NFL, have had solid runs in their career, and had 

some spike seasons in there to get solid contracts – they’ve all been useful but not really consistent 

franchise ‘wow’ players, but are good/very good/solid hands for an NFL team. 

 

OLB 
Grade 

Last First Draft 
Yr 

College H H W Tackle 
Strgth 
Metric 

Spd 
Agil 

Metric 

Pass 
Rush 

Metric 

7.641 Ojulari Azeez 2021 Georgia 6 2.2 249 6.07 8.06 9.02 

8.090 Harold Eli 2015 Virginia 6 3.1 247 7.21 9.39 8.39 

5.161 Ford  Dee 2014 Clemson 6 2.1 242 5.51 9.29 8.02 

7.362 Williams Trevardo 2013 U Conn 6 1.2 241 6.45 9.67 8.96 

4.471 Holmes Tyrone 2016 Montana 6 2.2 253 5.77 8.16 7.43 

10.545 Landry Harold 2018 Boston Coll 6 2.3 252 7.16 11.08 9.71 

 

*A score of 8.00+ is where we see a stronger correlation of LBs going on to become NFL good/great/elite. 

A score of 10.00+ is more rarefied air in our system, and indicates a greater probability of becoming an 

NFL elite LB. 

All of the LB ratings are based on a 0–10 scale, but a player can score negative, or above a 10.0 in certain 

instances. 

Tackle-Strength Metrics = A combination of several physical and performance measurements. An 

attempt to classify the LB prospect's ability to stop the run, as well as a gauge of how physical the player 

is and the likelihood of higher tackle counts in the NFL. All based on profiles of LBs historically. 

https://www.fantasyfootballmetrics.net/college-football-metrics/cfm-home
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Speed-Agility Metrics = A combination of several speed, agility, and size measurements...as well as game 

performance data to profile a LB for speed/agility based on LBs historically. A unique measuring system 

to look for LBs that profile for quickness, pass-coverage ability, and general ability to cover more ground. 

Pass Rush Metrics = A combination of the physical measurements, but also proven on-field ability to get 

to the QB/backfield in college. 

  

2021 NFL Draft Outlook: 

A quick sampling of draft sites shows Ojulari as a the #16-20 overall pick and #2 or #3 ‘edge’ rusher 

overall. There is enough universal acceptance here that will ensure Ojulari is going top 20.  

If I were an NFL GM, I respect Ojulari -- but I am not paying the price commanded. I’d trade out of the 

#20 spot and get more picks and take a Payton Turner 2nd-round and/or Ellerson Smith day three 

instead.  

 

NFL Outlook:    

Should be a solid NFL OLB/edge for years to come. Will have B+ moments and some C+ seasons, but 

overall hangs in the league and is a respected player…but a forgettable one by fans probably over (short) 

time.  
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